FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE

“Inverse” Premieres at 39th Boston Sci-fi Film Festival
Filmmakers to attend Feb. 9th Sold-out Screening
Tickets sell out in 72 Hours, Additional Screening Added
LOS ANGELES (January 30, 2014) – Remote Films’ “Inverse” will receive its world
premiere at the 39th Annual Boston Sci-fi Film Festival. The filmmakers, including
director Matt Duggan and actor Josh Wingate (“Priest,” “World War Z”) are expected
to attend the February 9th seven o’clock screening along with producers Stephanie Bell
and Trevor Boelter.
“Inverse” is the feature length directorial debut for Matt Duggan, a prolific award-winning
short film director, producer and writer. He says, “We are so excited and honored to
premiere ‘Inverse’ in Boston. A lot of us have deep Boston roots so it feels like a
homecoming. We hope we make Boston proud.” Duggan graduated from Boston
College. The film’s director of photography Jonathan Barenboim is one of the
industry’s most promising cinematographers. After earning his B.A. and B.F.A. at Tufts
University and the School of the Museum of Fine Arts, Boston, Barenboim was
graduated with an M.F.A. from the acclaimed USC School of Cinematic Arts. “Inverse”
was scored by GRAMMY® nominee and BAFTA®-winning composer Austin Wintory.
In the last decade, Wintory has composed over 300 scores including “Captain Abu
Raed,” which won the Audience Award World Cinema – Dramatic at the 2008 Sundance
Film Festival and was Jordan’s official entry “Best Foreign Language Film” at the 81st
Annual Academy Awards®.
Actors Josh Wingate and Chris Pauley grew up in the Boston area and started their
careers on area stages before relocating to Los Angeles where both work steadily in film
and TV.
Wingate plays “Max,” a young man who awakens unsure of exactly who he is – or in this
case, was as it becomes evident that Max is supposed to be dead. Reality becomes
relative as Max pieces his world back together, using clues from the physical world and
vivid hallucinations. When an outlandish stranger named “Batter” (stage and screen
veteran Morlan Higgins) shows up claiming Max is from a parallel universe, everything
is at once clearer and utterly confounding. If what Batter says is true, and that’s a big
“if,” it still doesn’t tell Max why all of this is happening to him. Someone else wants to
know too.
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The pressure intensifies when a nefarious government physicist (Pauley) discovers Max
is alive and is determined to test Batter’s theory.
The world premiere screening sold out in less than 72 hours. The festival quickly added
a 9 PM screening to meet the demand. The back-to-back screenings will be at the
Somerville Theatre in Somerville, MA.
“Inverse” also stars John Burish and Michelle Lawrence. Burish is expected to attend
the Premiere on Feb. 9th.
InverseTheMovie.com
About Remote Films: Remote Films’ mission is to champion new artists of original
vision whose work explores the complexities of identity and human emotion, focusing on
directors who write their own material.
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